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1) Scientific goals and state of the collaborative research:

• Brief summary of goals (in simple terms):
Build tools for visualizing and quantifying tumor vasculature in mouse microCT data.

• Translational potential:
High: Useful for researchers and pharma companies looking at new agents to encour-
age/impede angiogenesis for cancer therapy.

• Current state of the science/experiments:
Chales has lots of data for us... we just need to get the tools to the point where he can
really use them.

2) Associated technical goals that this collaboration will realize:

• Improved BioImage for visualization

• Improved Seg3D for vessel segmentation

• Additional tools for vessel quantification

3) Papers:

• Progress to date:
Journal articles with pictures generated using SCIRun/BioImage (including two covers
and a centerfold) [Dave needs to add citations]

• In the works:

1. ICG paper.

• Planned for the future (include time lines):
No concrete plans yet.

4) Grants:

• Progress to date: none.

• In the works (include time lines): none.

• Planned for the future (include time lines): none currently.

5) Software development:

• Description of the tasks:

1. Volume rendering (and MIP’ing) tools that supports VFF and DICOM formats and
saves out high-res images and movies.
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2. Vessel segmentation tool.
3. Vessel quantification and analysis tool.
4. Support for very large datasets.

• Progress to date:

1. BioImage support DICOM and VFF and volume rendering.
2. SCIRun networks for MIP’ing and volume rendering, and saving out high-res images

and movies.

• In the works (include time lines)

1. Updating BioImage to use lexov. (January)
2. Adding support for very large datasets to SCIRun. (4 months)
3. Binary distribution (especially on Windows)

• Planned for the future (include time lines)

1. Adding ITK filters to help with vessel segmentation (next year?)
2. Support for visualizing multiple volumes simultaneously – overlayed or side-by-side

(next year?)

• Potential for the future (i.e., as yet unplanned activities)

1. Need vessel quantification and analysis tools (ala Aylward et al)

6) Extent of the ”cone of influence” :

• Other potential users, by name and by generic target group:

1. Lots of the generic functionality that Charles needs, other researchers also need (e.g.
BioImage, Seg3D, Windows binaries, support for large data, support for saving out
high-res images and movies)

2. The specific tools of vessel segmentation and analysis will be of interest to a large
community if we commit substantial resource to it and do it really well.

• Science cone of influence (who will benefit from the science):

1. Large research community looking at angiogenesis, and vessel analysis in general.

• Development cone of influence (who will benefit from the development, including num-
bers):

1. Almost everyone currently using SCIRun will benefit from the generic things that
Charles wants (see above). The more specific pieces that we would build, targetting
vessel analysis and angiogeneis would have more limited impact.

7) Resources available :

• From the CIBC: J.R.

• From the collaborator: haven’t asked for any

• From other sources: none

8) Needs :

• Urgent:

– Decision on BioImage/Seg3D functionality split.
– Support for large data volume rendering in SCIRun (and PowerApps).
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– Binary distribution and stability under Windows.

• Middle term (include time lines)

– Seg3D support of segmenting vessels.

• Long term (include time lines):

– Additional PowerApp for vessel quantification and analysis.
– A SCI faculty member of graduate student (or local collaborator?) who was inter-

ested in vessel segmentation and analysis.

9) Organizational infrastructure :

• How is group organized and how does interaction happen:

1. J.R., Chris, and Charles have a weekly t-con.
2. Dave interacts with Charles a couple of times a month on both academic and indus-

try fronts.

10) Overlap with Center (or Center members) interests:

• Rob is interested in all things “Heart, Lung, and Blood”. :)

• Ross is interested in segmentation.

• Strong interest in this app from Dave’s company.

11) Challenges:

• Currently, not much local interest in vessel segmentation, quantification, and analysis
(relative to, say, UNC).

• Building a vessel analysis app is a pretty major undertaking for just one (currently
second-tier) collaborator.
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